Route 120 over Pimmit Run Bridge Rehabilitation

Project Overview

- Repairing and resurfacing bridge deck
- Repairing, cleaning, and painting beams
- Repairing and waterproofing piers and abutments
- Replacing pedestrian walkway railings

Improving drainage of water runoff at bridge and approach

Project Limits

Upgrading approach guardrails

August 13, 2019
Route 120 over Pimmit Run Bridge Rehabilitation
Proposed Maintenance of Traffic

(1) PEDESTRIAN PATH SHIFTED TO RIGHT

(2) WORK ZONE SHIFTED TO LEFT LANE

(3) WORK ZONE SHIFTED TO MIDDLE LANE

(4) WORK ZONE SHIFTED TO FAR RIGHT LANE

* LEFT TURNS ONTO CHAIN BRIDGE ROAD WILL BE RESTRICTED DURING CONSTRUCTION
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